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THE ARTS 1 

Political Art & Power  
 

Brief Introduction  

THIS MODULE IS ON POLITICAL ART IN RELATION TO POWERFUL INSTITUTIONS, AND LINKS 

THIS DIRECTLY TO THE ISSUE OF PLASTIC POLLUTION. FIRST WE WILL EXPLORE THE 

DEFINITION OF POLITICAL ART, AND LINK IT DIRECTLY TO SEVERAL PIECES OF ART. 

SUBSEQUENTLY, THREE TYPES OF POLITICAL ART WILL BE DISCUSSED: PROPAGANDA, 

POLITICAL PROTEST, AND CARTOONS & SATIRE. FINALLY, WE WILL DIRECTLY APPLY THE 

CONCEPT OF POLITICAL ART TO THE ISSUE OF PLASTIC POLLUTION AND EXPLORE AND DISCUSS 

HOW IT IS USED AS A TOOL TO INFLUENCE MULTINATIONALS. 

 

Key concepts discussed  

Political art 

Propaganda 

Protest Art 

 

 

Learning outcomes  

At the end of the module, students are able to: 

i. Provide a definition of political art. 

ii. List and discuss two types two types of political art related to the government: 

a. Propaganda: an art form in which the government aims to influence their citizens 

to take certain actions. 

b. Political protest art: an art form in which citizens demonstrate their dissatisfaction 

with the government. This can also be done in a light, humorous manner via 

cartoons. 

iii. Describe and discuss how political art is used nowadays to address plastic pollution 

to the government and large companies.  
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Glossary 
 

Term Definition 

Political Art Political art is art that is used to express political opinions. Political art 

can take many forms, but one thing all types of political art have in 

common is that it addresses societal issues. The purpose of this is 

usually either to convince people of a certain point, or to create 

awareness. 

Propaganda Propaganda is art that is used by the government in order to sway its 

citizens into supporting a particular cause or to take certain action. 

Protest art  Protest art is art used by citizens in order to criticise the government or 

other parties, such as large multinationals. 
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Introduction  

[Slide 2] 

Outline:  

1. Introduction: What is political art? 

2. Propaganda 

3. Political protest art 

1. Cartoons & Satire 

4. How is plastic pollution addressed in political art aimed at influencing powerful parties? 

5. Conclusion 

 

In-class discussions/questions 

[Slide 3] 

1

 

Which of these works is political art? Why? What properties define a political work of art? 

Answer 

Trick question! They’re both political art 

 Right; by Banksy.  

o Shows: an apparent homeless person who does not want coins, but would prefer 

seeing change in the world.  

 Left: Victory Boogie Woogie by Mondriaan 

o 1941: War US-Japan → Mondriaan believes in a good ending 

o Painting:  

▪ captures the rhythm of America – present in boogiewoogie 

▪ aims to picture contraries present in NYC 

• Light – Dark 

                                                 

1

 Left: https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bestand:Piet_Mondriaan_Victory_Boogie_Woogie.jpg. Right: 

https://www.amazon.com/Banksy-Change-Poster-Measures-approx/dp/B004SHZSSK. 

https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bestand:Piet_Mondriaan_Victory_Boogie_Woogie.jpg
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• Chaos – Order 

• Static – Dynamic  

➔ Main point: political art is from all times and can take many shapes and forms. 

[Slide 4] Political art is art that is used to express political opinions. Political art can take many 

forms, but one thing all types of political art have in common is that it addresses societal issues. 

The purpose of this is usually either to convince people of a certain point, or to create awareness.  

 

IMPORTANT: There are many types of political art, ranging from theater, comedy, music to 

poetry.  

The focus of this module is on visual art directly influencing or influenced by either the 

government or multinationals. 

Of course, the other art forms can be as powerful. 

 

In-class discussions/questions 

[Slide 5] Can you think of other examples of political art? 

Answer 

Show video and discuss 

In-class activity: Earth – Lil Dicky 

Show video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvuN_WvF1to 

[could be shortened by showing the video from 5:44 onwards, but showing the entire video is 

strongly recommended] 

Duration: 10 mins. 

Look at video and discuss. 

Vocals by: Lil Dicky 

Additional Vocals by: Justin Bieber, Ariana Grande, Halsey, Zac Brown, Brendon Urie, Hailee 

Steinfeld, Wiz Khalifa, Snoop Dogg, Kevin Hart, Adam Levine, Shawn Mendes, Charlie Puth, 

SIA, Miley Cyrus, Lil Jon, Rita Ora, Miguel, Katy Perry, Lil Yachty, Ed Sheeran, Meghan 

Trainor, Joel Embiid, Tory Lanez, John Legend, Backstreet Boys, Bad Bunny, Psy, Kris Wu 

➔ Lots of very famous people addressing climate change/global warming through song and 

animation 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvuN_WvF1to
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Propaganda 

In-class discussions/questions 

[Slide 6] What is propaganda? 

Merriam-Webster defines propaganda as: “The spreading of ideas, information, or rumor for 

the purpose of helping or injuring an institution, a cause, or a person.  

Ideas, facts, or allegations spread deliberately to further one's cause or to damage an opposing 

cause.”
2

 

 

Case-study: American Propaganda During WWII 

[Slide 7]  

In this case-study we will discuss the examples of American propaganda during WWII. The goal 

is to have student think about the type of images that are used in propaganda. 

Propaganda: 

 Governments can use art in order to sway its citizens 

into supporting a particular cause or take certain 

action.  

 During World War II, the United States used many 

different propaganda posters to convince its citizens 

into supporting the war. Very well-known is this Uncle 

Sam poster
3

: 

In-class discussions/questions 

Can you describe what you see? Why is this propaganda? 

Does anyone know who uncle Sam portrays? 

 

Uncle Sam poster: 

 Calls out US citizens to enlist for the US army 

 Used during WWII 

 Speaks to the person looking at the poster; he looks at you, points at you, and states that 

he wants you for the US army, not just any person. 

 Uncle Sam:  

o Personification of the US government  

o Has been used for over 200 years  

o Often used to invoke patriotism 

 Purpose: getting US citizens to enlist into the army. 

                                                 

2

 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/propaganda 
3

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncle_Sam 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/propaganda
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This poster is very well know, but there are many more examples of propaganda used by the US 

government during WWII. Here is another Uncle Sam poster: 

Uncle Sam II
4

: 

 Most of this message is conveyed by the written message, 

which makes clear that by using more coal, US citizens 

will help the United States win the war.  

 Art in this picture provides a powerful image to sway US 

citizens: 

o Uncle Sam caringly put his hand on the arm of the 

hardworking American, who is shoving more coal 

in his furnace to help the United States win the 

war.  

o Uncle Sam is portrayed as a father-like figure, 

approving of the man who is contributing to win 

the war. 

One more American, WWII propaganda poster, this time without Uncle Sam: 

5

 

 Message: no secret, goal: 

o  Get US citizens to invest in war bonds.  

 Portrayed: 

o Japanese soldier attacking a little, American 

girl.  

o He even has sharp teeth in order to convey his 

bloodthirst!  

 Strong image combined with the text “Keep this 

HORROR from your home. Invest 10% in war 

bonds”  

o → US government implies that you can 

personally prevent the bad, angry Japanese 

from coming to your home and murdering 

your children, by simply investing 10% in war 

bonds.  

 Message more positive:  

o Pictured bottom of the poster:  

o Little, happy American soldier accompanied by the nice phrase “Back up our 

battleskies!”. 

                                                 

4

 https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d3/Uncle_Sam_needs_that_extra_shovelful.jpeg 
5

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Anti-Japanese_World_War_II_propaganda_poster_war_bonds.jpg 
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In-class discussions/questions 

[Slide 8] what did these propaganda posters have in common? 

Answer 

▪ Powerful imagery 

▪ Issued by the government in order to convince citizens to do something 

o Enlist in the army 

o Use more coal 

o Invest in war bonds 

▪ Clear message: unlike some other types of art you do not have to think deeply in order to 

understand the message 

▪ Combination of imagery and text: imagery is used to support a written message 

 

In-class activity: Current Examples of Propaganda  

In-class discussions/questions 

Do you think propaganda is still used today? If yes, how? Where? 

Duration: 5 mins. 

Students should look up examples of propaganda nowadays online. Discuss these with the class. 

 

Other examples: British and Sovjet propaganda 

[Slide 9]  

British propaganda art WWII
6

 

▪ asks the women of Britain to come into the factories.  

▪ The woman portrayed: 

o spreading her arms to the sky  

o war planes flying through 

o → suggesting that her going into the factory will 

help win the war. 

o link gets strengthened by the background: 

▪ on her left side: a factory is pictured 

▪ on her right side: a tank.  

▪ → equates factories to tanks, which will 

help win the war. 

• This imagery is a bit more 

subtle than the one used by the Americans. 

 

                                                 

6

 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kriegsplakate_6_db.jpg 
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[Slide 10] 
7

 

Translation: "How have YOU aided the front?" 

Context: World War II 

▪  similar as the American uncle Sam poster 

o portrays a man looking directly at the viewer, 

pointing at you, and the text address YOU 

directly.  

▪ difference: 

o this poster also suggests other ways of helping win 

the war than simply enlisting, as the background 

also shows factories and machinery.  

o The fact that the man in the poster is a soldier 

does also suggest towards enlisting.  

o As a whole, this poster tries to speak to people’s 

sense of responsibility, by asking how you have 

aided the front and suggesting various ways of 

doing so in you haven’t done so already. 

8

 

Translation: “Soldiers! History requires excellent knowledge 

of military technology.” 

Context: 1950s 

▪ Aim: stimulating soldiers in gaining and maintaining 

knowledge of military technology.  

▪ By holding the picture of a woman and a child, being 

threatened by a bloody knife, he suggests: 

o if you don’t gain excellent knowledge of 

military technology, our wives and children 

will get murdered.  

▪ In order to give his words even more strength, 

missiles are portrayed in the background. 

                                                 

7

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/communist-propaganda-

post_n_6377336?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=A

QAAAGW7n370vPiT6PUHhoc5e-

MWtrCK9DS_Ret_huJFGSVUGyLg_vAgJWnw4GZVVKJG0BjLO9alg9_PG_AgdXDoDRV5U0XjgPqQRE2A

Feb09wwplgUaPouKygkyWREtq1sPp179IOV-_oRuRsSyzL4JjzhC9gxPrSYQwvDsgP4LT-

NW&[Slideshow=true#gallery/391940/24 
8

 Ibid. 
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9

 

Translation: “With guns we will defeat the enemy, with hard work 

we will have bread. To work, comrades!” 

Context: 1920s 

The message of this poster is quite clear, with the text calling out 

comrades to go to work. This message is supported by the image of 

many hardworking people, factories, and construction happening. 

 

  

 

 

Protest Art 

[Slide 11] Art is not only used by the government to sway its citizens, but is also used by citizens 

to criticize the government. For example, protest movements often use symbols in order to stick 

to people’s memory. 

Peace Symbol10 

In-class discussions/questions 

What does this symbol mean? Does anyone know anything about the origins of this symbol? 

Answer 

This is the peace symbol. The origins are 

subsequently explained. 

 

Symbol: 

▪ has been around for a while.  

▪ You may not think of it as art, but there has 

been put a lot of thought into creating this symbol.  

▪ designed for the British campaign 

promoting for nuclear disarmament.  

 

 

                                                 

9

 Ibid. 
10

 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Peace_sign.svg 
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[Slide 12] The sign was created using the letters 

“N” and “D” of the semaphore alphabet, 

referring to Nuclear Disarmament.
11

 

Gerald Holtom, the designer of the symbol, 

not only meant to portray letters with this 

symbol; he also wanted to show an individual 

– himself – in despair.  

 

 

[Slide 13] Holtom: “I was in despair. Deep despair. I drew myself: the representative of an 

individual in despair, with hands palm outstretched outwards and downwards in the manner of 

Goya's peasant before the firing squad. I formalised the drawing into a line and put a circle round 

it.”
12
  

13

 

In this quote he is referring to this painting - The Third of May 1808 by Goya - portraying an 

individual in front of a Napolean firing squad. Although Holtom seems to have remembered this 

painting wrong, since the individual is holding his hands up instead of down. 

After being adopted by the nuclear disarmament movement, the symbol was quickly adopted by 

the wider British anti-war movement, eventually being brought over to the US, where it grew out 

to be the globally recognized sign for peace.
14

 

                                                 

11

 http://funguerilla.com/peace-sign-the-most-awesome-symbol-ever/ 
12

 https://cnduk.org/the-symbol/ 
13

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:El_Tres_de_Mayo,_by_Francisco_de_Goya,_from_Prado_thin_black_

margin.jpg 
14

 https://cnduk.org/the-symbol/ 
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Protest Art & Plastic Pollution 

In what way is plastic pollution reflected in political art nowadays? Plastic pollution can mainly 

found in protest art.  

Coca-Cola 

Case-Study: Protest Art Against Coca Cola 

[Slide 14] 

15

 

Coca Cola 

▪ large multinational 

▪ most products sold in single-use plastic bottles 

▪ →  Coca Cola massively contributes to plastic pollution, with for example being the 

largest polluter on British beaches.
16

  

▪ Such a visible polluter calls for protest art. 

Picture left:  

▪ poster by Greenpeace 

▪ parody on Coca Cola’s logo 

▪ calls out against the plastic pollution caused by single use coke bottles.  

o see the plastic bottles floating around in the ocean 

o seagulls picking up the plastic. 

▪ calls out both the company coca cola as consumers 

o buy less single-use plastics 

o specifically calls out Coca Cola. 

Picture right:  

▪ angry looking man in snorkeling gear 

▪ → message is very straightforward.   

o He holds up a coke bottle and a sign with the question “Coca Cola, is this yours?”; 

referring to the plastic pollution of the ocean caused by single use plastics. 

                                                 

15

 Left: https://www.greenpeace.org.uk/5-reasons_why-greenpeace-are-outside-coke-hq/. Right: 

https://www.greenpeace.org/international/press-release/18872/coca-cola-pepsico-and-nestle-found-to-be-worst-

plastic-polluters-worldwide-in-global-cleanups-and-brand-audits/ 
16

 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/14/coca-cola-packaging-pollution-on-uk-beaches-surfers-

against-sewage-study 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/14/coca-cola-packaging-pollution-on-uk-beaches-surfers-against-sewage-study
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/14/coca-cola-packaging-pollution-on-uk-beaches-surfers-against-sewage-study
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Even though these images are examples of protest art, they have many of the same characteristics 

we saw in propaganda: 

▪ Powerful imagery 

▪ Issued by the people in order to convince a powerful party to do something 

▪ Clear message: unlike some other types of art you do not have to think deeply in order to 

understand the message 

▪ Combination of imagery and text: imagery is used to support a written message 

 

Effects: 

▪ Increased societal attention on recycling → Coca Cola is playing into this public 

movement.  

o Claim that all their packaging is 100% recyclable and are researching more 

sustainable resources to develop their packaging.  

o On their American website, a large section is devoted to sustainability, among 

which recycling and plastic pollution are key themes. https://www.coca-

colacompany.com/learn-more-about-sustainable-packaging 

 

Nestlé 

Case-Study: Protest Art Against Nestlé 

 
17

 

[Slide 15]  

 

Plastic Monsters Nestlé:  

▪ Greenpeace protesters 

                                                 

17

 https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/21822/plastic-monsters-from-around-the-world-return-home-to-

nestle/ 

https://www.coca-colacompany.com/learn-more-about-sustainable-packaging
https://www.coca-colacompany.com/learn-more-about-sustainable-packaging
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▪ Aim: Nestlé to stop using single use plastics 

▪ Reason: Nestlé is one of the largest polluters and is still increasing its use of single-use 

plastics (according to Greenpeace).  

▪ Powerful, visible polluter → right target for protest art.  

▪ Over the entire world, Greenpeace members created these plastic monsters, who “woke 

up and decided to return home to Nestlé”.  

o Left: activists in front of Nestlé’s headquarter in Nairobi, Kenya.  

o Right: plastic monster on a boat which was traveling all throughout Europe, its 

final destination being Nestlé’s global headquarters in Switzerland. 
18

 

 

Response Nestlé:  

▪ “We are determined to reduce our use of single-use plastics. We are introducing reusable 

packaging, new delivery systems and innovative business models.”. 

▪ But: will words be put into action?
19

 

 

In-class discussions/questions 

Is what Greenpeace is doing propaganda? Why/why not? 

Answer 

Recall; Propaganda:  

▪ The spreading of ideas, information, or rumor for the purpose of helping or injuring an 

institution, a cause, or a person.  

▪ Ideas, facts, or allegations spread deliberately to further one's cause or to damage an 

opposing cause. 

Thus, this could be interpreted as propaganda.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

18

 Ibid. 
19

 https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/21906/nestle-we-wont-stop-till-you-drop-plastic/ 

https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/21906/nestle-we-wont-stop-till-you-drop-plastic/
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Climate Change Cartoon 

Case-study / real-life example: Climate Change Cartoon 
20

 

Andrei Popov (Russian) 

[Slide 16] 

In-class discussions/questions 

What is meant by this image? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Climate Cartoon: 

▪ Winner of 2014 Niels Brugge Cartoon Award 

o Theme: climate 

▪ Focus on the Oceans encouraged 

• Oceans “our very first foster mother”, but have been severely 

maltreating her → less fish & more plastic 

• Need to save oceans in order to save oursleves
21

 

o Participants from 75 countries 

▪ Interpretation: mankind trying to fix sea level rising 

o Man nailing nails in the ocean as if that were to be helpful 

o Mankind thinking they can quick-fix everything 

▪ Cartoon: light, humorous manner of addressing serious issues 

  

                                                 

20

 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/niels-bugge-cartoon-award_n_5455509 
21

 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/niels-bugge-cartoon-award_n_5455509 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/niels-bugge-cartoon-award_n_5455509
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/niels-bugge-cartoon-award_n_5455509
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Conclusion 

[Slide  17] There are many types of political art targeting powerful parties. In this class we treated: 

1. Propaganda: the government aiming to influence their citizens to take certain actions. 

2. Political protest: citizens showing their dissatisfaction with the government via art. This 

can also be done in a light, humorous manner via cartoons. 

As we saw, protest art can be used as a powerful tool to address plastic pollution, and can have 

significant effects on the behaviour of multinationals. 
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